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Editorial Foreword 

It is my immense pleasure to write this editorial foreword on the 27
th

 volume of Rajshahi 
University Journal of Social Science and Business Studies (RUJSSBS). This volume came 
out in print after a delay due to the COVID-19 induced situation. As a central Journal of 
the University of Rajshahi, RUJSSBS emphasizes on publishing articles on the subjects 
and fields relevant to development of society, economy, culture, and business involving 
national and international concerns. The journal encourages authors to write thought-
provoking articles based on empirically tested hypotheses using various theories and 
models of social science and business studies.  

As the journal aims to encourage interdisciplinary research across various disciplines, 
this issue presents a variety of submissions by the contributors. The seven articles 
contained in this volume covers important and contemporary topics, such as 
Investigation of glass ceiling phenomenon, Portrayal of masculinity in James Bond 
movies, Impact of attending training programs on income, Information sharing on social 
networking sites, Rule of law, constitutional obligation and state of good governance, 
Public-private partnerships, Music industry on digital platform, and Contemporary trends 
of domestic violence against women in Bangladesh. I am glad that several young scholars 
and faculty members from around the country have contributed some insightful and 
provocative papers to this volume. I believe this publication would further stimulate 
them to engage in their research endeavor in the future and encourage other 
researchers as well.  

I acknowledge the untiring efforts and dedication of the Editorial Board members in 
publishing this volume of the journal. The papers published were critically reviewed 
(double-blind) by anonymous experts from relevant fields of specialization. I am also 
thankful to them for their evaluation and insightful comments. I thank the contributors 
for their trust, patience and timely revisions. 

The Member Secretary of the journal and the staff of the Publications Office assisted the 
Editorial Board by extending secretarial supports. On behalf of the Editorial Board, I am 
thankful to them. I also appreciate the encouragement and support from the top 
management of the University of Rajshahi in publishing the journal.  

 

Professor Md. Elias Hossain 
Editor-in-Chief 
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Instructions to Authors 

Rajshahi University Journal of Social Science and Business Studies is an official journal of 
the University of Rajshahi. It is published annually and publishes research works of original 
nature in life & earth and agricultural sciences, by the teachers and researchers of the 
faculties/institutes concerned as well as those from outside of the University.  

Manuscripts submitted for publication in Journal of Social Science and Business Studies 
undergo plagiarism check, peer review by two referees. The suitability of manuscripts is 
judg d b   h    vi w    and  di    , and  h   di    ’ d ci i n  n a pap   i  fina . A        
of acceptance is given only after an article has been finally accepted by the Editorial 
Board. To prepare and submit a manuscript, the following guidelines should be followed: 

1. Articles submitted must not have been published or under consideration elsewhere, and 
plagiarism free.  

2. Manuscript(s) typed clearly in English with double spacing on one side of A4 size 
white paper (with at least 2.54 cm margin on all sides) and pages numbered 
consecutively should be submitted in triplicate (along with a soft copy in CD) either 
to the Editor in Chief or Member-Secretary, Rajshahi University Journal of Social 
Science and Business Studies, Publications Office, Rajshahi University, Rajshahi. 

3.  In the manuscript, there should be a title page with only title, name(s) of the author(s), 
affiliation address(es) and e-mai  ID( ). Th    c nd pag   h u d ca     h  ‘Ti   ’  f  h  
pap   f    w d b  ‘Ab   ac ’, ‘K  w  d ’, ‘In   duc i n’, ‘M  h d ’, ‘R  u   ’, ‘Di cu  i n’ 
(   ‘R  u    and di cu  i n’), ‘Ackn w  dg m n  ’ (if an ), ‘R f   nc  ’   c. 

4. Nam   and affi ia i n   f au h    and c     p nding au h  ’   -mail ID should be 
presented as follows: 

Notes and references in the text should be placed at the end of the article under the 
cap i n ‘N     and R f   nc  .’ N      h uld be numbered consecutively in the text in 
superscript (i.e., one half-line above the text). The note index number should be placed 
after all punctuation in a sentence, i.e. it should be placed after a comma or semicolon 
of the concluding full stop of the sentence. The size of the article preferred to be limited 
to twenty typewritten pages (About 2,500 words).     

For articles of Social Sciences and Business Studies, the Chicago University manual of 
style should be followed. As for example, the word table and the table are centered on 
the line below the number. Each item in a bibliographical list should begin flush left 
(with no paragraph indention). All bibliographical material must be typed double space. 
Authors name in an alphabetical list should be typed as last name first. 

Books by two on more authors: all the names should appear in inverse order e.g. Dean, 
John P. and Rosen, Alex. A Manual of Intergroup Relations, Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1955.     

Alder, J. H. Schlesinger, E.R., and Westerborg, E. Van. The Pattern of United States 
Import Trade since 1923. New York: Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 1952. 



Names of Editors, Compilers, Translators: If an editors name is given on the title page of 
a book, and the book has no single author, the editors name appears first in the 
f   n   , f    w d b  a c mma and “ d.”   , f   m     han  n   di   , “ d .” Examp  -
H.H. Rowley, ed., The old Testament and Modern Study, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951) 
P. 24. 

Titles of Works issued in microfilm should be given in italics e.g. Abraham Tanbers 
Spelling Reform in the United States (Ann Arbor, Mich: University Microfilms, 1958). 

Legal references differ from non-legal references: Only the surname of an author is 
given. Authors of books and titles of books are given in Caps. and small caps. Examples- 
Hogan. Election and Representation 160 (1945) or Smith, Liability in the Admiralty for 
Injuries to Seaman, 19 Harv. L. Rev. 418(1906). 

Association as ‘Author’: International Statistics Institute. Proceedings of the 34
th

 session, 
International Statistics Institute, Ottawa, 1963. 2 Vols. Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1964. 

Edi    a  “Au h  “: Whi n  , Th ma  P.,  d., Th  n w W i ing  in Ru  ia. Ann A b  : 
University of Michigan Press, 1964. 

Public Document: If the author of a governmental report or study is given, the document 
is treated like any other published work. e.g. Blair, H.A. 1956. Data Pertaining to shortening 
of life by ionizing. US Atomic Energy Commission Unclassified Report UR-442. 

Unpublished paper. e.g. Royce, John C. 1968. Finches of Du Page County. Paper read at 
2

nd
 Annual Conference on practical Bird-Watching, 24-26 May 1968, at Midland 

University, Flat Prairie, Illinois. 

Article in a symposium or magazine: The simplest way to state the facts of publication is 
to set down journal name, volume number in Arabic figures, colon, and run of pages, 
example-Jac b  n, Th  ki d. “Th  A  um d C nf ic  B  w  n Sum  ian  and S mi    in 
Ea    M   p  amian Hi     .” J u na   f  h  Am  ican O i n a  S ci    59: 485-95. 

Article in a symposium or volume of conference papers:  .g. Kai   , E. “Th  Li   a u   
 f Ha   m”. In Ha   m: A C mmuni   In T an i i n,  di  d b  J.H. C a k . N w Y  k: 
Citadel Press. 1964. 

Dissertation or Thesis: T an , Jam   W. “Th  E i   g   f Ca h  ic In     c ua i m” Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of California, 1964. 

Articles accepted for publication have to be proof-read by contributors who are entitled 
to 20 copies of off-prints as well as a bound copy of the Journal in which the article 
appeared. Regarding publication the decision of the Editorial Board is final and the 
copyright of published articles rests with the University of Rajshahi. Letter of Acceptance 
is given only after an article accepted finally.  
 

Editor in Chief 


